CRAFTBULK™

EMPTY CAN STAINLESS STEEL DE-PALLETIZER

- BEST IN CLASS -

**Highlights**
- Less < 0.1% down cans
- Stainless steel design/washdown
- UL/CE/CSA electrical and safety compliant
- 3-year warranty
- Zero can dents
- Low maintenance machinery
- Based on good pallets without voids or bent tier sheets
- Category 4 safety (optional)

**Features**
- Palmer Canning Systems features a semi or automatic de-palletizer on our canning lines.
- Automatic de-pal for 50-700 CPM canning lines. This de-pal has a small footprint yet is full of innovations for keeping canning line labor down and efficiency up.
- Quick changeover features for all size cans. Handles full height 44” x 56” can pallets. Euro pallets with adjustable frame (optional).
- Loads with low profile pallet jack or fork lift.
- Optional semi-automatic and fully automatic formats
System Highlights
• Automatic pallet lift for all size cans
• Automatic discharge of cans
• Automatic layer sheet removal with stacking tray
• Automatic top frame removal

System Features
• Stainless steel frame
• Low air consumption
• Touch screen HMI
• Inter-locked safety door
• UL safety and electrical
• Leveling pads

Complete Solutions Offered
• Mass and single file conveyors
• Can wash tank and gravity fittings
• Pallet conveyor
• Adjustable frame

Technology Highlights
• IGUS linear slide
• SMC and Bimba pneumatic control system
• 7” HMI color interface
• Nema 4X enclosures
• Built-in VFDs
• Igus linear bearings
• Allen Bradley PLC/HMI

Fully Automatic Options
• Dunnage elevator
• Pallet feed conveyor
• Platform & stairs
• Ionized air rinse
• Down can chutes
• Vacuum Transfer

Utilities
• Electrics: 208-480V / 60 Hertz / 3 Phase
• Air - 70 PSI @ 4 CFM
• Power requirement: 25 Amps